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SUMMARY 

Sophomore Electrical Engineering student with diverse hands-on engineering project experience. Skills in C, 
VHDL, Multisim, and Linear Circuit Analysis. 
 

EDUCATION 

B.S. Electrical Engineering  |  Milwaukee School of Engineering  |  GPA: 3.9  |  Expected May 20XX 
 

ENGINEERING PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

Project Objective: Design temperature sensor using thermistor and MSP432’s Comparator E module and 
display temperature on LCD. 
▪ Researched new Comparator E module for microcontroller (MSP432) to measure discharge time of 

capacitor across thermistor and fixed resistor. 
▪ Wrote C code to calculate thermistor resistance from fixed resistance and discharge times, to calculate 

temperature based on resistance and thermistor specifications, and to display current temperature on LCD. 
▪ Debugged program using oscilloscope to measure voltage across capacitor. 
▪ Wrote 11-page technical report featuring code, flow diagrams, and schematic. 
 
Project Objective: Design an autonomous robot to navigate challenge course using 6 subsystems: line 
sensing, light sensing, object sensing, motion, display, and power. 
▪ Soldered wires to switches, motors, and battery pack and soldered capacitors to motors. 
▪ Wrote functions in C to control mobility, and tested and debugged code. 
▪ Installed 2 line sensors to detect challenge course lines and obstacles. 
▪ Programmed robot to search, detect, and attack multiple blocks using C. 
▪ Submitted test plan, including different subsystems and system behaviors, functionality, schematics, test 

procedures, and result tables. 
 

INDEPENDENT PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

Project Objective: Create a finite state machine in Minecraft out of redstone as proof of concept and to see 
propagation of different signals at gate level. 
▪ Designed finite state machine to cycle through 7 different numbers in a loop by creating state diagram and 

state transition table, K-mapping values, developing equations, and drawing a circuit. 
▪ Researched how to make logic gates out of redstone and implemented compact D flip-flop design that 

takes advantage of redstone properties. 
▪ Output numbers in binary using redstone lamps. 
 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 

▪ Programming (C, VHDL) 
▪ Measurements (DMM, scope) 

▪ Multisim 
▪ Gate-level Digital Logic 

▪ Linear Circuit Analysis 
▪ Breadboarding 

 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 

Volunteer  |  Society of St Vincent De Paul  |  September 20XX – December 20XX  
 

WORK HISTORY 

Intern  |  Trace-A-Matic  |  December 20XX – March 20XX  
 

INTERESTS  

Gaming  |  Piano  |  Guitar 


